We are studying the adaptive bitprobe model to store an arbitrary subset S of size at most five from a universe of size m and answer the membership queries of the form "Is x in S?" in two bitprobes. In this paper, we present a data structure for the aforementioned problem. Our data structure takes O(m 10/11 ) space. This result improves the nonexplicit result by Garg and Radhakrishnan [5] which takes O(m 20/21 ) space, and the explicit result by Garg [4] which takes O(m 18/19 ) space for the aforementioned set and query sizes.
Introduction
In the static membership problem, we are given a universe of size m and our task is to design a data structure that can store arbitrary subset S of size n such that the membership queries of the form "Is x in S?" can be answered correctly. We study this problem in the bitprobe model of computation. The complexity of the static membership problem in this model is measured in terms of the size of the data structure denoted by s, and the number of bits of the data structure accessed denoted by t . It is the later of the two properties which lend its name bitprobe model. In this model all other operations are free. Solutions to the above mentioned problems in this model are termed as schemes. Each scheme consists of two parts, one is the storage scheme, and the other is query scheme. Storage scheme maps an arbitrary subset of cardinality n from a universe of size m given to be stored to the s bits of the data structure. Query scheme maps every element belonging to the universe m to the t locations of the data structure and it decides the membership of the query element by reading those t locations. The storage and query scheme together gives a (n, m, s, t)-scheme which stores a set of size at most n from a universe of size m and uses s bits in such a way that membership query can be answered in t probes. This is a well studied problem over several decades and it has been discussed in [3] , [12] , [1] , [13] , [10] , [11] , [5] and [6] .
A (n, m, s, t)-scheme is said to be adaptive if the location of the probes depends upon the bit returned by the prior probes. Whereas in a non-adaptive scheme location of the probes are fixed and it does not depend upon the bit returned by prior probes. In this section we will discuss a two adaptive bitprobe model in the context of two adaptive bitprobe scheme. A two adaptive bitprobe scheme in this model consist of three tables namely T, T 0 and T 1 as shown in Figure 1 . Furthermore, as discussed earlier the data structures in this model consist of two schemes a storage scheme and a query scheme. Storage scheme maps an arbitrary subset given to be stored to the three tables mentioned earlier. Query scheme decides the membership of a query element by probing two location of the data structure. Given a query element, the first probe is made into the table T . The next query depends upon whether the bit returned by the table T is zero or one. If the bit returned by the table T is zero it makes next query to the table T 0 otherwise to the table T 1 . We say that a query element is part of the set if and only if the last query returns one.
The Problem Statement
In this paper, we are dealing with the design of explicit adaptive scheme in the bitprobe model to store an arbitrary subset of size at most five from a universe of size m and answer the membership query in two adaptive bit probes. In other words our objective is to design an adaptive (5, m, s, 2)-scheme in the bitprobe model.
Previous Results
As we are going to study a two adaptive bitprobe scheme, let us discuss some existing results in the context of this problem. For the set of size one (n = 1), there exist a trivial scheme which takes O(m 1/2 ) space. The space requirement for this scheme matches the lower bound of Ω(m 1/2 ) [3] . For the set of size two (n = 2), Radhakrishnan et al. [12] came up with a scheme which takes O(m 2/3 ) space. Radhakrishnan et al. [13] conjectured that this scheme is asymptotically tight but it has not been resolved yet. For the set of size three (n = 3), Baig and Kesh [2] came up with a scheme which takes O(m 2/3 ) space. This scheme has been proved asymptotically tight by Kesh [8] .
Moreover, for the set of size four (n = 4), Baig et al. [9] have given a scheme which takes O(m 5/6 ) space. This scheme improves upon the non-explicit (n, m, c· m 1− 1 4n+1 , 2)-scheme by Garg and Radhakrishnan [5] for the set of size four (n = 4). For the given set size their scheme takes O(m 16/17 ) space. Our scheme also improves upon the explicit (n, m, c · m 1− 1 4n−1 , 2)-scheme given by Garg [4] for the set of size four (n = 4). His scheme takes O(m 14/15 ) space for the given set size.
In this paper, we have come up with a scheme for the set of size five (n = 5). Our scheme takes O(m 10/11 ) space. This scheme improves upon the non-explicit scheme by Garg and Radhakrishnan [5] for the set of size five (n = 5). For the set of size five (n = 5) their scheme takes O(m 20/21 ) space. Our scheme also improves upon the explicit scheme given by Garg [4] for the set of size five (n = 5). His scheme takes O(m 18/19 ) space for the set of size (n = 5). Our scheme has borrowed the idea of the geometric arrangement of elements on a three-dimensional cube from Kesh [7] . Kesh in his paper used the idea of geometric arrangements of elements on high dimensional cubes to come up with (2, m, c · m 1/(t−2 −1 ) , t)-scheme for t ≥ 2. We have also used the idea of dividing the universe into blocks and superblocks from Radhakrishnan et al. [12] . The combination of the aforesaid ideas was used by Baig and Kesh [2] to come up with a tight explicit adaptive scheme for n = 3. Baig et al. [9] used the similar idea to map elements on a square grid to come up with an improved scheme for n = 4. We in this paper use this geometrical technique to map the blocks of elements from superblocks to the integral point of a three-dimensional cube of suitable size as shown in Figure 2 .
We divide the universe of size m into blocks and superblocks similar to the Radhakrishnan et al. [12] . For the (5, m, O(m 10/11 ), 2)-scheme we divide the universe into blocks of size m 1/11 , so we will have m 10/11 blocks. We then merge the The Table T This table consists of one bit of space for each block. Therefore its size is m 10/11 bits.
The Table T 1 The table T 1 is arranged in a three-dimensional cube of side m 3/11 . So in this cube, we have m 9/11 integral points. Each integral point on or inside the cube contains a block of size m 1/11 . So the size of the table T 1 is m 10/11 . Since the size of each superblock is m 10/11 , all the blocks belonging to a superblock can be mapped on or inside the integral point of the cube. All other superblocks can be thought of as superimposed over each other in the cube. So each point in the cube or the table T 1 is shared by blocks of m 1/11 superblocks.
The Table T 0 While discussing the structure of the table T 1 , we saw that each superblock is mapped on a three-dimensional cube in such a way that all of them are superimposed. Now, for the nth superblock, we first draw a family of lines in the bottom-most layer of the cube in the XY -plane with slope 1/n in such a way that all the integral points are covered by the lines.
Lemma 1. The number of lines passing through all the integral points of a square grid with slope 1/n is 2x + (n − 1)(x − 1) − 1, where x is the length of the square grid.
Proof. As shown in Figure 4 , if the slope of the line M and L is 1/n then between them there can be only n − 1 lines of slope 1/n passing through integral points of the grid. So the total number of lines that we can draw with slope 1/n is x lines from integral points on X-axis, x − 1 lines from the integral points on Y axis and (n − 1)(x − 1) lines between lines from the integral points on Y -axis. So we have 2m 1/2 + (n − 1)(m 1/2 − 1) − 1 lines with slope 1/n .
Fig. 5: A Slice Belonging to nth Superblock
Using Lemma 1, we can say that the total number of lines with slope 1/n in the bottom most layer can be c · nx, where c is a constant and x is the side of the cube. Now we cut slices of the cube along these lines and perpendicular to the XY plane. So the total number of slices for the nth superblock will be equal to the number of lines drawn in the bottom most layer of the cube for the nth superblock i.e c · nx. All the slices have height equal to length of the cube i.e x. Let us now calculate the maximum width of a slice of slope 1/n. Width of the slice formed by line segment OL as shown in Figure 3 can be calculated to be x/n √ 1 + n 2 . We can see from Figure 3 that all other slices with this slope will have width less than or equal to x/n √ 1 + n 2 . So a slice belonging to nth superblock will have length x and width less than equal to x/n √ 1 + n 2 .
We now draw a family of lines in all the slices of all the superblocks. For the slices belonging to the nth superblock, we draw lines with slope n 2 / √ 1 + n 2 as shown in Figure 5 . The lines are drawn in such a way that all the integral points are covered. Let us now calculate the maximum number of lines drawn on a slice belonging to the nth superblock. We can see from figure 5 that the total number of lines drawn from Z-axis is equal to x. Also, number of integral points on the width of the slice is equal to x/n √ 1 + n 2 / √ 1 + n 2 = x/n. So we can draw x n lines through those integral points on the width of the slice. Now from Figure  5 , we can see that the number of lines that can pass between two consecutive integral points on the width of the slice is n 2 − 1. So the total number of lines drawn on this slice with slope n 2 / √ 1 + n 2 is equal to x + x/n + n 2 · x/n i.e c · nx. We say that a slice is having slope 1/n if it's projection on the XY -plane has slope 1/n. Now let us bound the total number of lines drawn on slices whose projections on the XY -plane makes slope 1/n. The total number of lines should be less than the product of the number of lines drawn on a slice of a maximum width of slope 1/n and the total number of slices of slope 1/n. So the total number of lines drawn for the nth superblock is less than c 1 · n 2 x 2 . We need to sum this for all the superblocks to get the total number of lines drawn. So the total number of lines drawn is
For each line drawn in a slice, we have a block of space in the table T 0 . So the total size of the table T 0 is c·m 10/11 bits. Now we will prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. No three lines passing through an integral point of the cube lies in the same plane.
Proof. From the construction of the table, we can see that all the lines drawn in the cube for a given superblock are parallel to each other. So the lines which pass through the same integral point of the cube belongs to the different superblocks. Let us consider the three arbitrary superblocks to which our lines belong. Without loss of generality let us say that the projection of these slices on the XY -plane makes angle 1/n 1 , 1/n 2 and 1/n 3 with the X-axis. Our lines lie completely in the slices belonging to their superblock. While drawing lines in the slices for the first, second and third superblock we are going up in Z direction by n 2 1 , n 2 2 and n 2 3 . Hence our lines cannot lie in the same plane.
The Adaptive Scheme for Five Elements
In this section we will present our (5, m, O(m 10/11 ), 2)-scheme.
Our Data Structure
As mentioned earlier our data structure has three tables T, T 0 and T 1 . In the first table, we have one bit of space for all the blocks. Now, since the block size as mentioned earlier is m 1/11 therefore size of the table T is m/m 1/11 = m 10/11 . In the table T 1 , we have space for a superblock which can be seen as a threedimensional cube. As the size of superblock is m 10/11 , so the space of the table T 1 is m 10/11 . We have also mentioned earlier that in the table T 1 all the superblocks are superimposed. The table T 0 has one block of space for all the lines drawn in all the superblocks. From the Equation 1, we have the total number of lines drawn is c·m 9/11 . So the size of the table T 0 is equal to cm 1/11 ·m 9/11 = c·m 10/11 . So the size of our data structure is O(m 10/11 ).
From the structure of the tables, we may draw the following conclusion. In general two blocks having elements should not map at the same location in the table T 1 or T 0 . Otherwise, we may make mistake on the query belonging to these blocks. Further, if the block having element is mapped in the table T 1 or T 0 then no other block should be sent to that table whose position is matched with the block having an element. So if a block having an element on a line is mapped to the table T 0 then all other blocks lying on that line should be sent to the table T 1 . Since for each line we have only one block of space in the table T 0 . On the contrary, if the block having an element from a line is sent to the table T 1 then other blocks lying on the line which contains this block can be sent to table T 0 or T 1 . The blocks which are not having any elements given to be stored can be mapped at the same location in table T 1 or T 0 . Also, in the rest of the paper whenever we say the line passing through a block or the line having block, we always mean the line drawn in the superblock to which the block belongs.
The Query Scheme
Given a query element, we find the block and superblock to which it belongs. Then as mentioned earlier, we query the first table, if the first table returns zero we query to the table T 0 else we query to the table T 1 . We say that element is part of the set to be stored if and only if the last query returns one.
The Storage Scheme
In this section we talk about the way bits of the tables are set to store the subset of size at most five from a universe of size m. We divide the storage scheme into various cases depending upon the way blocks having elements are distributed on the line belonging to their superblock. To generate the cases, first of all, we partition the number five, then we put those many elements into different superblocks. Further, the positions of the blocks having elements on the line belonging to their superblocks are considered. While handling cases we see the intersections of the lines which contains blocks having element given to be stored. We then decide which block to send to the Table T 0 and which to the T 1 . As in our data structure, we always send a block to either table T 0 or T 1 and we store its bit vector there, so we will always assume that elements which are given to be stored lies in the different block. Proving the results for elements belonging to different blocks proves the result when many elements belong to the same block.
Case 1. If all the elements of S lie in one superblock then we send the blocks having elements to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Case 2. If four elements S 1 = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 } lie in one superblock and one element S 2 = {n 5 } in other superblock then we can have two cases, either the block containing the element n 5 coincides with one of the block containing element from S 1 in the table T 1 or it does not coincides. So if the block containing the element n 5 coincides with one of the blocks containing an element from S 1 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the Case 3. If three elements S 1 = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 } lie in one superblock and two elements S 2 = {n 4 , n 5 } in other superblock then we store according to following scheme.
Case 3.1 All the blocks to which elements from S 1 belong lies on the same line of their superblock. From here onwards whenever we say line passing through a block or blocks lying on a line, we mean the line drawn in the superblock to which these blocks belongs.
Case 3.1.1 Two blocks to which elements from S 2 belong coincides with the blocks corresponding to the elements from S 1 in the table T 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements from S 2 to the table T 0 . Also, we send empty blocks lying on the lines to which elements from S 2 belongs to the table T 1 . We send all the blocks which contain elements from S 1 in the Case 3.2.1 All the blocks which contain an element from S 1 lies in the same slice. From here onward whenever we say blocks belonging to a slice, we mean the slice drawn in a superblock to which these blocks belongs. Case 3.2.1.1 All the blocks which contain elements from S 2 coincides with blocks which contain elements from S 1 in the table T 1 . In this case, we send the blocks which contain elements from S 2 to the table T 0 , and the rest of the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the Case 3.2.2.1 All the blocks which contain elements from S 2 coincides with blocks which contain elements from S 1 in the table T 1 . If the coinciding blocks lie in the same slices as that of two blocks which contain elements from S 1 then we send both the coinciding blocks which contain the elements from S 2 to the table T 0 . Also, we send all the empty blocks lying on the lines which contain these blocks to table T 1 . Two blocks which contain the elements from S 1 and lying in the same slice are sent to the table T 1 . The remaining block which contains the element is sent to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Now consider the case in which the coinciding blocks which contains the elements from S 2 lies in the different slices of the superblock which contains the elements from S 1 . In this case, we send the two blocks which contain the elements from S 1 lying in a slice to the table T 1 . Rest of the block which contains the element from S 1 lying in the other slice is sent to the table T 0 and the empty blocks which lie on the line containing this block is sent to the table T 1 . One of the blocks which contains an element from S 2 and is lying in the slice containing two elements from S 1 is sent to the table T 0 and the rest of the blocks on this line is sent to the table T 1 . If after this assignment other block having the element from S 2 is still unassigned then we send it to the table T 1 and the empty blocks on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Case 3.2.2.2 Only one block which contains an element from S 2 coincides with a block which contains an element from S 1 in the table T 1 . Let us first consider the case where coinciding block having element form S 2 lies in the slice which contains two blocks having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that the blocks having elements n 1 and n 2 lies in the same slice and the block having the element n 4 coincide with the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 4 to the table T 0 and all the blocks on the line containing this block is sent to the table T 1 .
If the block which contains an element n 3 lies on the line which contains the block having the element n 4 then we send the block having n 3 to the table T 0 and empty blocks of the line which contains block having n 3 to the table T 1 . Now if the block having the element n 5 is still unassigned then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and empty blocks on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . We send the block having the element n 2 to the table T 0 and all the blocks which lie on the line containing this block the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Further, let us consider the case where the block which contains the element n 3 does not lie on the line which contains the block having the element n 4 . In this case, we send the block having n 3 to the table T 1 , and the empty blocks on the line containing this block are sent to the table T 0 . Now again if the block having the element n 5 is still unassigned then we send it to the table T 1 and the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . We send the blocks having element from S 1 to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Now we are left with the case where coinciding block of S 2 having an element n 4 coincides with the block having the element n 3 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 3 to the table T 0 and empty block which lies on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . We send the block having the element n 4 to the table T 1 and empty blocks which lies on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . Now we see the position of the block having the element n 5 . If the block having the element n 5 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 3 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 . Also, we send the empty blocks of the line which contains block having the element n 5 to the table T 1 . Now, consider the case where the line containing the block having the element n 5 passes through one of the blocks having the element n 1 or n 2 . Without loss of generality let us say that the line containing the block having the element n 5 passes through the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and rest all the blocks lying on this line to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . If the line which contains the block having element n 5 does not pass through the block block having element n 1 or n 2 , in this case we can send both the blocks having elements n 1 and n 2 to the Both the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincides with the blocks having elements from S 1 in the table T 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 1 coincides with the block having the element n 4 and the block having the element n 2 coincide with the block having the element n 5 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 1 , n 2 and n 3 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines which contain these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having the element n 4 and n 5 to the 
Case 4
The elements in S 1 = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 } lies in a superblock and the elements n 4 and n 5 in the different superblocks. 1 Blocks having the elements n 4 and n 5 coincides with the block having elements n 1 and n 2 in the table T 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 . We send the block which contains the element n 3 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Case 4.2.1.2 Blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincides with the block lying on the different line say n 1 and n 3 in the table T 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 to the table T 1 and the rest of the empty blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 0 . We send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 3 to the table T 0 and the rest of the blocks lying on these lines to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Case 4.2.1.3 Blocks having element n 4 and n 5 coincides in the table T 1 .If it coincides with the block having the element n 1 or n 2 then we send both the block having the element n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty block lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having the element n 1 and n 2 and the blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . We send the block which contains element n 3 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty block which lies on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
If the blocks containing elements n 4 and n 5 coincides with the block which contains element n 3 in table T 1 then we send the block containing element n 3 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty block which lie on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Also, we send the block containing n 4 to the table T 1 and the rest of the empty block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . We send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Now we see whether the line which contains block having the element n 5 passes through the block having the element n 1 or n 2 . Without loss of generality let us first consider the case where the line which contains block having the element n 5 passes through the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . If the line which contains block having element n 5 does not pass through the blocks having elements n 1 or n 2 then we send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Case 4.2.2 Only one block having a element say n 4 coincides with the block having the element from S 1 in the table T 1 . Let us first consider the case where block having element n 4 coincide with the block having element n 1 or n 2 . Without loss of generality let us say block having the element n 4 coincide with the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 4 to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . We send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and rest all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Now we see the position of the block having the element n 5 . If it lies on the line which contains block having the element n 1 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . We send the block having the element n 3 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . On another hand, if the block having the element n 5 does not lie on the line which contains block having the element n 1 then we send the block having the element n 3 and n 5 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are then sent to the table T 1 . Now let us consider the case where block having the element n 4 coincide with the block having the element n 3 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 4 to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . We send the block having the element n 3 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Now we see the position of the block having the element n 5 . If the block having the element n 5 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 3 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . If the block having the element n 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 then we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and rest all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 1 . Similar is the case if the block having the element n 2 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . If the block having the element n 5 does not lie on the line which contains block having the element n 3 then we send the block having the element n 1 , n 2 and n 5 to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Case 5.1 Elements belonging to S 1 lies on a same line, elements belonging to S 2 lies on a line. Case 5.1.1 Two blocks having elements from S 2 and S 3 coincides with the blocks having elements from S 1 in the table T 1 . Without loss of generality let's say that block having element n 3 coincides with the block having the element n 1 and the block having the element n 5 coincides with the block having the element n 2 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 4 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . We send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on this line to the table T 1 . Also, we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
If the blocks from S 2 and S 3 coincides with the same block having the element from S 1 then we send the coinciding block having elements from S 2 and S 3 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty blocks lying on these lines to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Case 5.1.2 Only one block having the element from S 2 or S 3 coincides with the block having the element from S 1 .
Case 5.1.2.1 Block having an element from S 2 coincides with the block having an element from S 1 . Without loss of generality let's say that the block having the element n 3 coincides with the block having the element n 1 . Now, we can have two cases, either the block containing element n 5 coincides with the block containing element n 4 or it does not.
If the block containing n 5 coincides with the block containing n 4 then we send the block containing n 4 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . We send the block containing n 5 to the table T 1 and the rest of the block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . Also, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on this line to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty block are sent to the table T 0 .
If the block containing n 5 do not coincide with the block having the element n 4 then we send the block having the element n 3 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on this line to the table T 1 . Now we see the position of the block which contains the element n 5 to make the assignment. If the block which contains element n 5 lies on the line which contains block having elements from S 1 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the Rest for all other position of n 5 we send block having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Also, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Case 5.1.2.2 Block having an element from S 3 coincides with the block having an element from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 5 coincides with the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 1 . Now we see the position of the block having the element from S 2 .
One of the block having an element from S 2 coincides with the empty block on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 3 coincides with an empty block on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . In this case, we send the block having an element n 3 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Now we see the position of the block having element n 4 , if it lies on the line which contains block having element from S 1 then we send the block having element n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 and the rest of the empty block lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . On another hand, if the block having the element n 4 does not lie on the line which contains block having the element from S 1 then we send the block having the element n 2 to the table T 0 and the rest of the block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . We send the rest of the empty block to the table T 0 .
If the block having the element from S 2 do not lie on the line which contains block having the element n 5 then we send the blocks having an element from S 2 to the table T 1 and the rest of the empty block on the line which contains these blocks to the table T 0 . Also, we send the blocks having the element n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 . We send rest of the empty block to the table T 0 .
Case 5.1.3 None of the block having elements from S 2 or S 3 coincides with the blocks having element from S 1 in the table T 1 . Now, here we can have two cases. Either the block having the element from S 3 coincides with the block having the element from S 2 or it does not.
Let us first consider the case where block having the element S 3 coincides with one of the blocks having an element from S 2 . Without loss of generality, we can say that block having the element n 5 coincides with the block having the element n 4 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 1 and rest of the empty block lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 0 . We send the block having the element n 4 to the table T 0 and rest of the block lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 1 . Now we see the positions of the blocks having an element from S 1 . Let us first consider the case where a block having the element from S 1 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 2 . Without loss of generality let us say block having the element n 1 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 2 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 1 to the Case 5.2 Now we consider the case where one of the sets having elements lie on a line and other set having element lie on the different lines. Without loss of generality consider the case where elements belonging to S 1 lies on a line and the elements belonging to S 2 lies on the different lines.
Case 5.2.1 All the blocks having elements from S 2 and S 3 coincides with the block having an element from S 1 . In this case, we send the block having an element from S 2 and S 3 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty block lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the line which contains these blocks to the table T 0 . We send the rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 .
Case 5.2.2 Two blocks having elements from S 2 and S 3 coincides with the block having an element from S 1 . Now here we can have two cases either those two blocks have elements belonging to S 2 or we can have one element belonging to S 2 and other to S 3 .
Let us first consider the case where two blocks having elements from S 2 coincides with a block having an element from S 1 . without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 3 coincides with the block having the element n 1 and the block having the element n 4 coincides with the block having n 2 . In this case, we send the block having elements n 3 and n 4 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty block lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Now we see the position of the block having the element n 5 . Here we can have two cases either the line which contains the block having the element n 5 passes through one of the block having an element from S 1 or it does not. Let us first consider the case where it passes through one of the blocks having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that the line which contains block having the element n 5 passes through the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the block lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 1 . Also, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and rest of the block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . On another hand, if the line which contains the block having the element n 5 do not pass through blocks having elements from S 1 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 and rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Now we consider the case where one of the blocks having an element from S 2 and the block having an element from S 3 coincides with the block having an element from S 1 . Without loss of generality say blocks having the element n 3 and n 5 coincides with the block having elements from S 1 . Now here we can have two cases either n 3 and n 5 coincides with the same block having an element from S 1 or it coincides with different blocks having elements from S 1 . Let us first consider the case where blocks having element n 3 and n 5 coincides with same block having element from S 1 say n 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements from S 2 and S 3 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the block having the element n 2 to the table T 0 and rest of the block which lies on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Now we consider the case where blocks having elements n 3 and n 5 coincides with different blocks having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 3 coincide with the block having the element n 1 and the block having the element n 5 coincide with the block having the element n 2 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements from S 2 and S 3 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the block having the element n 2 to the table T 0 and rest of the block lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 1 .
Case 5.2.3 Only one block having element from S 2 or S 3 coincides with the block having element from S 1 in the table T 1 . Now here we can have two cases either the block having an element from S 2 coincides or the block having an element from S 3 coincides with the block having an element from S 1 .
The block having element from S 2 coincides with block having element from S 1 in the table T 1 . Without loss of generality say that the block having the element n 3 coincides with the block having the element n 1 . Now we see the position of the blocks having the element n 4 and n 5 . Let us first consider the case where blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincide.
If the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincides on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 then we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . We send the block having element n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
If the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincides outside the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 then we send the blocks having elements n 2 , n 3 and n 4 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on these lines to the table T 1 . We send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 5 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Now we are left with the case where blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 do not coincide. This can have several sub-cases. Let us first consider the case where both the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . We send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 1 . Now let us consider the case where n 4 and n 5 do not lie on the line which contains block having elements from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 1 and all the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Block having the element n 1 is sent to the table T 0 and rest all the blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Now, we can also have a case where only one block having the element n 4 or n 5 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 . Let us first consider the case where block having the element n 4 lies on the line which contains block having elements from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Now, we see whether the block having elements from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . Without loss of generality let us say block having the element n 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 1 . On another hand, if the line which contains block having the element n 5 do not pass through block having element from S 1 then we send the block having element from S 1 to the table T 1 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Now let us consider the case where block having the element n 5 lies on the line which contains block having elements from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 2 , n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
The block having element from S 3 coincides with block having element from S 1 in the table T 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 5 coincides with the block having the element n 1 . Now we see the position of the blocks having elements from S 2 .
Both the blocks having an element from S 2 lies on the line which contains block having an element from S 1 in the table T 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having the elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Blocks having elements from S 1 are sent to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Both the blocks having an element from S 2 do not lie on the line which contains blocks having an element from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Also, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Only one block having the element from S 2 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 in the table T 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 3 lies on the line which contains block having an element from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines which contain these blocks to the table T 0 . We send the blocks having the element n 1 and n 3 to the table T 0 and rest all the blocks lying on the lines which contain these blocks to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Case 5.2.4 None of the blocks having element from S 2 or S 3 coincides with the block having elements from S 1 in the table T 1 . In this case, we can have either the block having the element n 5 coincides with the block having elements from S 2 or it does not.
Let's first consider the case where the block having the element n 5 coincides with one of the blocks having the element from S 2 . Without loss of generality let us say that the block having the element n 5 coincides with the block having the element n 3 . Now we see whether the block having the element n 4 lies on the line which contains block having elements from S 1 or not. Let us first consider the case where block having the element n 4 lies on the line which contains block having an element from S 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 3 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . We send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 1 and all the blocks lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 0 . Now we see whether any of the block having elements from S 1 lies on the line having the element n 3 or not. Without loss of generality let us say the block having the element n 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 3 . In this case, we send the blocks having the elements n 1 and n 4 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the lines which contain these blocks to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 1 . If none of the blocks having elements from S 1 lies on the line having the element n 3 then we send the blocks having elements n 1 , n 2 and n 4 to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Now let us consider the case where block having the element n 4 do not lie on the line which contains block having elements from S 1 . In this case, the assignment made in the previous paragraph will work if we send the block having the element n 4 to the table T 1 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . Now we are left with the case where block having the element n 5 do not coincide with the block having element from S 2 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Case 5.3 All the elements belonging S 1 , S 2 and S 3 lies on the different line. In this case, we send the blocks having elements to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks to the table T 1 .
Case 6 Two elements belonging to S 1 = {n 1 , n 2 } lies in a same superblock and the element n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the different superblocks. If the blocks having elements from S 1 lies on the different line then assignment made in Case 5.3 can be used. So let us consider the case where blocks having the element from S 1 lies on the same line. Case 6.1 Only one block having element from n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincide with the block having element from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say block having the element n 3 coincide with the block having the element n 1 . Case 6.1.1 Blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincide. Case 6.1.1.1 Blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincides on the line which contains element from S 1 . In this case, we send the block having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Blocks having the elements n 1 and n 2 are sent to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Case 6.1.1.2 Blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 coincides outside the line which contains element from S 1 . Now here we can have several cases depending upon whether the lines which contain blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 passes through blocks having elements from S 1 or not.
Without loss of generality let us say that line which contains block having the element n 4 passes through the block having the element n 1 and the line which contain block having the element n 5 passes through the block having the element n 2 . Now in this case we send the blocks having elements n 4 and n 1 to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 5 and n 2 to the table T 0 and rest of the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . We send rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Now consider a case where only one line which contains a block from n 4 or n 5 passes through the block having an element from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say block having the element n 4 passes through the block having an element from S 1 . Lets first consider the case where the line which contains block having the element n 4 passes through the block having the element n 2 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 2 , n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 1 and the rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Now we can also have a case where block having the element n 4 passes through the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the elements n 1 , n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . We send the block having the element n 2 to the table T 1 and rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 . If none of the lines which contains blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 passes through blocks having elements from S 1 then we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Case 6.1.2 Blocks having the elements n 4 and n 5 do not coincide. Case 6.1.2.1 Both the blocks having element n 4 and n 5 lies on the line which contains element from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 and rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Case 6.1.2.2 One of the blocks having an element n 4 or n 5 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 and other lies outside of it. Without loss of generality let us say block having the element n 4 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 and block having the element n 5 lies outside it. In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . If any block having elements from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having elements n 5 then we send that block to the table T 0 all other blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 1 . On another hand, if none of the blocks having elements from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having elements n 5 then we send the block having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Case 6.1.2.3 None of the blocks having elements n 4 or n 5 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 . In this case we send the blocks having elements n 2 , n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 1 . Also, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and the rest of the empty blocks lying on the line which contains this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Case 6.2 Two blocks having elements from n 3 , n 4 or n 5 coincides with the block having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that blocks having elements n 3 and n 4 coincides with the block having elements from S 1 . Now, here we can have two cases, either the blocks having elements n 3 and n 4 coincides with the same block having an element from S 1 or it coincides with the different blocks having elements from S 1 .
Let us first consider the case where blocks having the element n 3 and n 4 coincides with different blocks having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let's say that block having element n 3 coincides with the block having the element n 1 and the block having the element n 4 coincides with the block having the element n 2 . Now let us consider the intersection of the line which contains block having the element n 5 from the blocks having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that the line which contains block having element n 5 passes through the block having element n 1 , in this case, we send the blocks having elements n 1 , n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the lines which contains these blocks to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 1 . On the another hand, if the block having element n 5 do not pass through the blocks having elements from S 1 then we send the blocks having n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the lines which contains these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 and rest all the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Now we are left with the case where blocks having the element n 3 and n 4 coincides with only one block having an element from S 1 . Without loss of generality let's say that blocks having elements n 3 and n 4 coincides with the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we see the position of the block having the element n 5 . If the block having the element n 5 lies on the line having elements from S 1 then we send the block having the element n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . We send the blocks having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Further, if the block having the element n 5 do not lie on the line which contains blocks having element from S 1 then we send the block having element n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Now we see whether the line which contains block having the element n 5 passes through a block having an element from S 1 or not. Let us first consider the case where the line which contains block having the element n 5 passes through a block having an element from S 1 . Without loss of generality, lets say that the line which contains block having the element n 5 passes through the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 , and all other blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . On another hand, if the line which contains block having the element n 5 do not pass through the block having an element from S 1 then we send the blocks having the elements from S 1 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Case 6.3 All the three blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincides with the blocks having elements from S 1 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Blocks having elements from S 1 are sent to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 1 . Case 6.4 None of the blocks having elements from n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincides with the blocks having elements from S 1 .
Let us first consider the case where all the elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincides. If all of them coincides on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 then we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also we send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
If the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincides outside the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 then we see the intersection of the lines containing these blocks with the blocks having elements from S 1 . Now since all the blocks having elements from n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincides at most two lines having blocks containing these elements can intersect with the blocks having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that the line which contains block having the element n 3 passes through the block having the element n 1 and the line which contains block having the element n 4 passes through the block having the element n 2 . In this case we send the blocks having element n 1 and n 3 to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements n 2 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Without loss of generality let us now consider a case where only one line having element say n 3 passes through the block having element say n 1 then we send the blocks having elements n 1 , n 2 and n 3 to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having elements n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 .Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
If none of the lines containing blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 passes through the blocks having element from S 1 then we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and rest of the empty blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Also, we send the blocks having element n 1 and n 2 to the table T 1 and rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Now let us consider the case where only two blocks having elements from n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincides. Without loss of generality let us say the blocks having elements n 3 and n 4 coincide. Now we see the intersection of lines containing the blocks n 3 and n 4 . Let us first consider the case where both the lines containing blocks n 3 and n 4 passes through the blocks having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say the line which contains block having the element n 3 passes through the block having the element n 1 and the line which contains block having the element n 4 passes through the block having the element n 2 . In this case, we send the blocks having elements n 1 and n 3 to the table T 0 and rest of the blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 1 . We send the block having the element n 2 and n 4 to the table T 1 and all other blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Now, we see the position of the block having the element n 5 . Please note that it is important to remember that no three lines passing through a point lie in the same plane in this case. If the block having the element n 5 lies on the line which contains block having element then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and all other blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
Let us consider the case where only one line which has block having the element n 3 or n 4 passes through the block having elements from S 1 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having the element n 3 passes through the block having the element n 1 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 3 to the table T 1 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this blocks to the table T 0 . The block having the element n 4 is sent to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Now we see the position of the block having the element n 5 . Let us first consider the case where block having the element n 5 lies on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 . In this case, if the line which contains block having the element n 5 passes through the block having the element n 3 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 1 and all the block lying on the line containing this block to the table T 0 . The blocks having elements from S 1 are sent to the table T 1 and all the blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . On another hand, if the line which contains block having the element n 5 do not pass through the block having the element n 3 then we send the block having n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Also, the blocks having elements from S 1 are sent to the table T 1 and all the blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . If the block having the element n 5 do not lie on the line which contains blocks having elements from S 1 then we send the block having the element n 5 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Now we see whether the block having elements from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 or not. Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . On other hand if none of the blocks having element from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having element n 5 then we send the block having elements from S 1 to the table T 1 and all the empty blocks lying on the line containing these blocks to the table T 0 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 .
If none of the lines which contains block having elements n 3 or n 4 passes through block having element from S 1 then we send the blocks having elements n 3 , n 4 and n 5 to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks lying on the lines containing these blocks to the table T 1 . Now either the block having an element from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 or it does not. Let us first consider the case where block having elements from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . Without loss of generality let us say that block having element n 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 . In this case, we send the block having the element n 1 to the table T 0 and all the blocks lying on the line containing this block to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . If none of the block having an element from S 1 lies on the line which contains block having the element n 5 then we send the blocks having an element from S 1 to the table T 1 . Rest all the empty blocks are sent to the table T 0 . Now we are left with the case where none of the blocks having elements from n 3 , n 4 and n 5 coincides. In this case, we send the blocks having elements to the table T 1 and the rest of the empty blocks to the table T 0 . Case 7 All the blocks having elements n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 and n 5 lies in the different superblocks. In this case, we send all the blocks having elements to the table T 0 and all the empty blocks to the table T 1 .
Correctness The correctness of the scheme relies on the fact that blocks having the elements do not coincide in the table T 1 or in the table T 0 . Also, the blocks which are not having the elements are not sent to the place where block having elements are placed.
We summaries the conclusion of this section as follows.
Theorem 1. There is a two probe explicit adaptive scheme which stores an arbitrary subset of size at most five from a universe of size m and uses O(m 10/11 ) bits of space.
Conclusion
In this paper we have come up with an explicit adaptive (5, m, O(m 10/11 ), 2)scheme, which improves upon the non-explicit scheme by Garg and Radhakrishnan [5] and the explicit scheme by Garg [4] for the given set and query sizes. We have borrowed the idea of the geometrical arrangement of elements on the three-dimensional cube from Kesh [7] and the idea of dividing the universe into blocks and superblocks from Radhakrishnan et al. [12] . Using these ideas there are improved schemes for the set of size three, four and five. We believe that this idea can be further generalized to improve the existing results for arbitrary subsets of size n.
